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Recently Tachikawa [8] has proved that, if R is a ring of dominant
dimension ^ 1, then domi. dim. RR^2 if and only if the injective hull E(RR)
of RR has the double centralizer property. Our purpose here is to generalize
this result which is also the origin of the present paper. We are mainly
concerned with double centralizers of finitely-faithful injective modules and
examine the double centralizer property of such modules. To this end, we
introduce in Section 1 ί7-dominant dimension for modules, where U is a
module. The ^/-dominant dimension is, roughly speaking, a relative dominant
dimension with respect to a given module U (for a definition of dominant
dimension, see Kato [3, §1] and Tachikawa [8, §1]). It is shown in Theorem 1
that the double centralizer of a finitely-faithful, injective module UR over a
ring R has always (/-dominant dimension g: 2. On the other hand our main
Theorem 2 states that a finitely-faithful, injective right i?-module UR has the
double centralizer property if and only if ?7-domi. dim. RR g: 2. The final
Section 3 is devoted to the situation that C7-domi. dim. RR — 1. Let U-
domi. dim. RR — 1, where UR is finitely-faithful and injective, and let Q be
the double centralizer of UR. Then RφQ by Theorem 2. Now let RoQ'cQ
be an intermediate ring between R and Q. Then Theorem 3 states that
ϊ7-domi. dim. Q'Q, — 1 if and only if Q'φQ. These theorems yield interesting
corollaries which generalize results of Mochizuki [5, Theorem 3.1], Tachikawa
[7, Theorem 1.4] and Tachikawa [8, Theorem 1.4].

Throughout this paper, rings will have a unit element and modules will
be unital. AR will denote, as usual, the fact that A is a right module over a
ring R. If AR is a module over a ring R, E(AR) will denote the injective
hull of AR. We adopt the notation that homomorphisms of modules will be
written on the side opposite to the scalars.

1. Introduction. Let R be a ring, and UR a right i?-module. A right
i?-module XR is called [7-torsionless in case XR Q Π UR, where Π UR is a
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direct product of copies of UR. It is easy to see that XR is /7-torsionless if and
only if, for each 0 Φ xz XRy there exists fz Hon^X^, UR) such that f(x)Φ 0.
Now let

0 >AR >Xι > X2 > > Xn

be a minimal injective resolution of a right j?-module AR. We shall say that
AR has [/-dominant dimension ^ n if each Xt is ί/-torsionless (denoted by
C/-domi. dim. AR §: n). ί7-domi. dim. AR — n if ί7-domi. dim. AR i=r n and U-
domi. dim. AR ^ τz + 1. In case UR = RR, R-άomi. dim. AR — domi. dim. AR.

A right i?-module UR is called finitely-faithful if there exist Sl9 θ2, , βn

in UR such that Sxr — £2r = = £nr = 0, rzR, implies r = 0 . It is then
n n

clear that UR is finitely-faithful if and only if RRC> Θ !7B, where 0 ί7Λ is
the direct sum of w-copies of UR. It is the Morita's observation that each
faithful right module over a right Artinian ring is finitely-faithful (see
Morita [6, Theorem 2]).

Let UR be a faithful right i?-module and let S — Hom((7i2, UR) be the
endomorphism ring of UR. Then SUR is (S, i?)-bimodule and Rc Hom(sU, SU)
— Q by virtue of the faithfulness of UR. In this paper, we shall regard R as
a subring of Q. The ring Q = Hom(sU, SU) is called the double centralizer of
UR and we shall say that UR has the double centralizer property whenever

2. Rings of ZJ-dominant dimension ^ 2. Throughout this section, let
R be a ring, UR a finitely-faithful injective right i?-module, S = Hom(UR, UR),
and Q = Hom(^ί7,5C7) the double centralizer of UR. Since UR is finitely-
faithful, there exists (£t) = (θ1? θ2, , Sn) € 0 (7^ such that (θ t)r = 0, r^R,
implies r = 0 . The following lemma is fundamental in this paper.

LEMMA 1. Let UR, S, Q, and (βi) be as above. Let Q' be a ring
between R and Q. Then

(1) β C7=5£ 1 + . . . + 5 e n .
n

(2) QQC, ®UQ by the canonical map q— *(β%)<l> Q^Q-
(3) Each R-map f\ AQ> > UQ> is necessarily a Q'-map, zvhere AQ> is

a right Q'-module.
(4) Let AQ, be a right Q'-module. If AR is torsionless, then Aq> is

torsionless.

PROOF. Our method used here has its origin in Lambek's paper [4].
(1) For each u £ UR, we have the following commutative diagram
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0 > RB

by virtue of the injectivity of UB, where (sί) = (sι,s2, , sn) £ 0 Hom(UR, UR)

= Hom(Θ UR, UR). Hence u = (st)(£,) = Sî i '+•••+ *„£» € Sfx + + 5fn.
(2) Let (£t)g = 0, g£ Q. Then 8U q = ( 5 ^ + + 5θn)g = S{βxq) + •

+ *S(θng) = 0. Hence q = 0.
(3) For each a e Aρ/, we set /α(g') = f(aq) — f{a)q for g' € Q', then

n

fa € Hom(Qi, UR). Since UR is injective, there exists a map {st) £ 0 TA.om(JJR9 UR)
n

= Hom(0 C7Λ, C7Λ) making

commutative, where the horizontal map (£t) is a monomorphism by (2). Hence

concluding that fa = 0. Thus f is a Q'-map.
(4) Since AR is torsionless, for each Oφxz AR, there exists fz Hom(AΛ,i?B)

such that/(^t:)^O. We show that / is a Q'-map. In fact, £*/: AQ, >UQ>
is an i?-map, and hence it is also a Q'-map by the above (3). Therefore,
Gi Aaq) = (€ίf)(aq') = (Zif)a-q' = £if(a) q\ for azA, q z Q\ consequently,
£i(f(μq) —f(a)q')=0 for £ = 1, 2, , n. Hence, in view of (2), f(aq) = f(ά)q
for a^A, q'^Q'. It follows from this that AQ> is torsionless.

REMARK. It may be interesting to observe that each finitely-faithful,
quasi-injective module is injective. To see this, use Lemma 1, (1) and Johnson
and Wong [1, Theorem 1.1].

We are now ready to prove one of our main results.

THEOREM 1. Let UR be finitely-faithful and injective, and let Q be
the double centralizer of UR. Then [7-domi. dim. QQ ^ 2.
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PROOF. In view of Lemma 1, (3), the injectivity of UR implies the
n

injectivity of UQ. Hence, by Lemma 1, (2), we have E(QQ) Q 0 UQ. Thus
n

U-άomi. dim. Qq i^ 1. Next we show that φ C7ρ/(^)Q is £/Q-torsionless. Let
0*) € φ UQ, (Mt)^(θi)Q. Then there exists (st) £ φ H o m ^ , C7JB)=Hom(Θ UR,UR)
such that {siχsi) = 0,(si)(ui)φ0. To see this, suppose on the contrary that

n
(5i)(fi) = 0, (Si)£ φ Hom(LΓ

i2, £/Λ), implies (5i)(tt£) = 0. Then, using Lemma 1, (1),
n n

the map g : Σsh SL •—• JZ 5*wi °f s ^ i n t o s ^ *s well-defined and hence
t=l ί=l

qz Q = Hom(sU,sU). But then Stq = ^ and (M4) = (θ<g) ̂  (θ,) Q, contradicting
the assumption that (u^^S^Q. Therefore the map {s%) induces an i?-map

/ : Φ /̂te)Q >UQ such that /((«*) +(£ t) Q) * 0. But / is a Q-map by

Lemma 1, (3). Thus φ UQ/(6t) Q ζ ] { UQ. The commutative diagram

C

n

implies that £(Q0)/Q Q Θ CV(e,)Q Q Π I7β. Hence £(£(Q,)/Q) Q Π C/β by
the injectivity of UQ, and we come to a conclusion that J7-domi. dim. QQ ^ 2.

The following corollary is a generalization of Mochizuki [5, Theorem 3.1].

COROLLARY. Let Q be the double centralizer of a finitely-faithful,
injective, torsionless right R-module UR. Then domi. dim. QQ §: 2 .

PROOF. Since UR is torsionless, UQ is torsionless by Lemma 1, (4).
Combining this fact with Theorem 1, we have immediately domi. dim. QQ ^ 2.

REMARK. The category SΰlR of right i?-modules has a finitely-faithful,
injective, torsionless module if and only if domi. dim. RR §: 1 (see Kato [2,
Proposition 1]). The above corollary indicates that each ring of dominant
dimension ^ 1 can be imbedded in a ring of dominant dimension jg: 2.

We are now ready to establish the double centralizer theorem for finitely-
faithful, injective modules.

THEOREM 2. Let UR be finitely-faithful and injective. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:

(1) [/-domi. dim. RR ^ 2.
(2) UR has the double centralizer property.
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PROOF. (1) implies (2). Let Q be the double centralizer of UR. Then

Hom(QR/R, UR) = 0. In fact, let fe Hom(QR, UR\ f(R) = 0. Then / is a

Q-map by Lemma 1, (3) and hence f(q) — f(lq) = f(X)q — 0 for q^Q.

Therefore / = 0 . On the other hand we have {e^RdE^e^R)^ @UR making
n * n

use of the injectivity of 0 UR, and set 0 UR = £((£f)2?) © VR by virtue of the

injectivity of E((βt)R). Then

QR/R Q 0 UB/(βt)R

since £((£*) ̂ )/(£*) ̂  ~ E(RR)/R is £/-torsionless by (1). Now combining
QR/R Q II UR with Uom(QR/R, UR) = 0, we have Q = R as an immediate
conclusion.

(2) implies (1) by Theorem 1.

The preceding theorem provides us a nice characterization of rings for

which each finitely-faithful, injective right module has the double centralizer

property.

COROLLARY. The following conditions on a ring R are equivalent:

(1) R is its own ring of right quotients in the sense of Lambek [4].

(2) E{RB)/RQRE(RB).

(3) Each finitely-faithful, injective right R-module has the double

centralizer property.

PROOF. (1) implies (2). R is its own ring of right quotients in the

sense of Lambek [4] if and only if E(RR) has the double centralizer property.

By the theorem above, E(RR)-domi. dim. RR §: 2, or equivalently, E(RR)/R

(2) implies (3). Let UR be finitely-faithful and injective. Then both finitely-
n

faithfulness and injectivity of UR imply RRG E(RR) Q 0 UR. Hence

E(RR)/RQHE(RR)QJ[UR.

Thus [7-domi. dim. RR^2 and hence UR has the double centralizer property

by Theorem 2.

(3) implies (1). This is clear since E(RR) is finitely-faithful and injective.

REMARK. It is straightforward to see that domi. dim. RR^2 if and only

if domi. dim. RR ^ 1, E{RR)/R Q Π E(RR). By the light of this fact, the above

corollary is a generalization of Tachikawa [8, Theorem 1.4] which states that
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domi. dim. RR ^ 2 if and only if domi. dim. RR ^ 1 and R is its own right
quotient ring in the sense of Lambek [4].

3. Rings of ϊ7-dominant dimension 1. In this section, let UR be finitely-
faithful and injective, Q the double centralizer of UR, and Q' a ring between
R and Q. Note that RφQ if and only if !7-domi. dim. RR = 1 by Theorem 2.

THEOREM 3. Let UR, Q, and Q' be as above. Then [/-domi. dim. Q'q,
= 1 if and only if Q'φQ.

PROOF. In view of Lemma 1, (3), the injectivity of UR implies the
n

injectivity of Uq>. Hence Q'Q,c E(Q'Q,) C+ φ Uq* making use of Lemma 1, (2).
Thus £/-domi. dim. Qρ> ̂  1. Since Hom(ϊ7ρ,, UQ>) = Hom(UR, UR) = S by Lemma
1, (3), the double centralizer of Uq, is just the ring Q. Therefore U-
domi. dim. QQ/ = 1 if and only if Q' Φ Q by Theorem 2 (JJQ, is finitely-faithful
and injective!).

We close out this paper with an application of Theorem 3 to the theory
of QF-3 rings.

COROLLARY. Let R be a ring of dominant dimension 1, UR a finitely-
faithful, injective, torsionless module, and Q the double centralizer of UR.
Let Q', RaQ'c Q, be a ring such that Q! Φ Q. Then domi. dim. Q'Q, = 1.

PROOF, [/-domi. dim. QQ/ = 1 by the above theorem. But Uy is torsionless

and Qρ/ Q © UQ> by Lemma 1. Therefore domi. dim. Q'Q/ = 1.

REMARK. It is the observation of Tachikawa that, if R is a ring of
dominant dimensional, Q the double centralizer of E(RR), and Λ c Q ' c Q is
an intermediate ring, then domi. dim. Q'ρ> ^ 1.
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